MINNIE BOW BINGO
GAME

OBJECT
Get five Minnie Tokens in a row on your Bingo Board, either across, down, or diagonally.

2 TO 4 PLAYERS
CONTENTS:
• 1 Bag
• 4 Bingo Boards
• 30 Bow Tiles
• 60 Minnie Tokens

SET UP
1. Each player takes one Bingo Board and some Minnie Tokens.

2. Place one Minnie Token on the center free space.

3. Put the Bow Tiles in the Bag. Shake up the Bag and place it where everyone can reach it.

over ➔
ON YOUR TURN
The youngest player goes first.

1. Pull a Bow Tile from the Bag. ALL PLAYERS look to see if they have a bow on their Bingo Board that matches that Bow Tile.

2. If you do, place a Minnie Token covering that bow on your Bingo Board. (Put the used Bow Tiles aside in a separate pile.)

3. Take turns pulling Bow Tiles from the Bag until someone gets five Minnie Tokens in a row.

WINNING THE GAME
If you get five Minnie Tokens in a row, across, down, or diagonally, shout “Bingo!” You win! It’s possible for more than one player to win on the same turn.

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD--Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.